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Such a comparison is used as the point of departure in this 
study, where reduced Russian as spoken by some immigrants in the 
United States will be compared to full Russian. This binasjr 
distinction, however, is insufficient. To achieve a more adequate 
analysis, I will also rely on two other distinctions: the distinctica 
between first and second language (Ll, L2) and the distinc 
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1. Major structural characteristics of American Russian 
The description given here is by no means exhaustive and should be 
viewed as a very general overview of major differences between 
American Russian on the one hand, and fimigrt Russian and 
baseline Full Russian, on the other. For lack of space, I will have to 
omit a number of issues, one of the important ones being code- 
switching and code-mixing.6 In this section, for expository 
purposes, I will be treating structural features of American Russian 
as categorical; as I will then show in section 2, all these features are 
distributed to a degree, which is to be expected under language 
change (especially contact-induced ,: !* . -,-a&.*-- 
1. I. Case loss 
To simplify matters only slightly, Full Russian maintains a six-case 
system (nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, 
prepositional). American Russian abandons this case system; 
importantly, the loss of the case system is systematic and can be 
represented in terms of a case shift rule (below). 

Loss of the instrumental. In Full Russian, the verbs byt' 'be', 
stanovit 'sja 'become', ostavat 'sja 'remain', umirat ' 'die', can assign 
either the nominative or the instrumental case to the predicative 
nominal and predicative adjective (Comrie et al. 1995: 127ff.; Wade 
1992: 108). These verbs and verbs of motion also take predicativr 
adjectives, again either in the nominative or in the instrumental. wi@ 

- predicates in the future tense, Full Russian shows a preference fofl 
the instrumental case on the predicative nominal (Comrie et al., 
1995: 117-122; Wade 1992: 108; Timberlake 1993: 862). In) 
American Russian, predicative nominals and predicative adjectives 
are always used in the nominative. For example, with the verb BE in 
the future ((2), second clause of (3)), the predicative nounladjective 
shows up in the nominative; in the first clause of (3), the predicate 
appears in the nominative after the infinitive of BE (byt 3, which i a  
not possible in Full Russian. Also note that, in contrast to (3)9 
instrumental is obligatory with the infinitive BE in Full Russian. n 

I 
I (2) on budet zvezd-a 

he will be star-NOM 
'He will be a movie star.' 

(3) ona xoEet byt' model' 1 ona 
she wants to be mode1:NOM and she 



budet tonk-aja dlja &to . 
will be thin-N0M:FEiM for that:NOM 
'She wants .to be a model and so she is trying.to lose weight 
for that.' 

we considered , her:ACC ' duD-1NSTR:MAS 
Eelovek-om] 
person-TNSTR 
'We considefed her a dore.' ". oni vospitali [gcbbenk-a kaprizn-ym] 
they brought up child-ACC capridaus-fN$ 
'They'brought up the child naughty.' j 

In American Russian, the adjective in the transitive verb:wn 
is invariably in the nominative: 

this city I saw 
'I saw this city as it was dirty.' 

(6): 

(6) [ c p [ p  &tot gorod ja videl] & [pon 

If American Russian were not characte 



I I (3, this example points to two other features of American Russian, 
namely, the erosion of the accusative (the NP and the adjective in the 
small clause are in the nominative, unlike the respective hrms in the 
full language, which must be in the accusative), and the elimination 
of the null element (&tot gorod governs on, while in the full language 
the trace must be empty). The accusative-nominative distinction and 
the absence of the empty trace will be discussed below. 

In Full Russian, another common function of the instrumental is 
to encode the passive agent. In American Russian, no spontaneous 
passives were attested; even when translation elicitation was used, 
speakers translated English passives by active clauses. This 
suggests that the overall passive construction, not just the coding of 
the passive agent, is lost.8 

Attrition of the genitive. In Full Russian, the genitive has a large 
number of uses, which cannot be summarized in this paper (for a 
detailed discussion of genitive marking, see Chvany 1975; Babby 
1980; Pesetsky 1982; Neidle 1988, and also L1 acquisition studies 
cited below). Of the numerous instances of genitive assignment, this 
paper will concentrate on the lexically governed genitive, genitive of 
negation, genitive of possession, and count form. The first two 
types constitute rather weak features in the full language: while 
standard grammars prescribe the use of genitive after verbs of 
emotional perception, aim, request, or achievement, as in (7), even 
Full Russian speakers often replace that genitive by the accusative 
(Zemskaja 1983: 109-1 I)? 

(7) tri mesjaca on ne Zil, a 1%' oZidal 
three months he not lived but only waited 
arest-a 
arrest-GEN 
'He spent three months not really living but, rather, 
anticipating his own arrest.' 

American Russian then develops the tendency already present in 
Full Russian. In American Russian, the lexically-governed genitive 
disappears, being replaced by the accusative (in the speech of more 
proficient semi-speakers) or nominative (in lower proficiency semi- 
speakers).lO Thus: 



The genitive of negation is also optional in Full Russian, where 
it varies with the nominative or accusative, depending on the 
grammatical relation of the respective nominal. The genitive of 
negation remains obligatory after the negative existential predicate 
nethe byt'. In American Russian, the genitive of negation is lost 
entirely, thus: 

'I don't read Russian books.' 
b. u nee net mu2 

by her no husband:NOM 
'She has no husband.' 

and this woman RP had 
sekretnaja iizn* 
secret:NOM 1ife:NOM 
'This woman had a secret life.' 



The prepositionless genitive of possession, a sold feature both 
in CSR and Full Russian, is very rare in American Russian. Instead, 
speakers use circumlocution or juxtapose the name of the possessor 
and the name of the possession, for instance:ll 

(12) moj uEitel' kniga 
my teacher baok 
'my teacher's book' 

One context in which the genitive is well-preserved is the 
genitive governed by a numeral; this refers both to a form occurring 
after the numerals 1.5-4 (resembling the genitive singular) md the 
form occurring elsewhere, resembling the genitive plural. Even the 
poorest speakers in my sample maintained the genitive when asked 
to count using a numeral and a noun. These forms are retained 
because of their highly specialized function as count forms 
(Zaliznjak 1967; Babby 1984; MelZSuk 1985; George Fowler, p.c.). 
In a sense, this retention can be compared to the adverbial-like 
retention of some prepositional phrases-the count form is not 
associated directly with the overall declension paradigm of a given 
noun. Moreover, the subjects use the correct count form when they 
count in isolation but often fail to use it in spontaneous speech, 
which suggests a discrepancy between various instances of on-line 
production. 

Loss of prepositional obliaues. American Russian abandons all 
preposition-governed obliques, replacing them by preposition with 
nominative, a combination non-existent in Full Russian. An example 
of that was given above, in (10). Some other examples are: 

bovfriend (13) ja pridu s moj 
I will come with my:NOM 
'I'll bring my boyfriend.' 

(14) pered nag dom est' bol'Soe lawn 
in front of our:NOM house:NOM is big 
'There is a big lawn in front of our house.' 

(15) moj dedu&a by1 na mirov-aja vojn-a 
my grandfather was on world-NOM war-NOM 
'My grandfather fought in World War (II).' 

(16) i on poSel k roditeli # foster ~arenh 
and he went to parents:NOM 
'He went to the foster parents' house.' 



(17) v Rossii oni dumajut # moino 
in Russia:PRP they think is possible 
1eEit' bez vralS 
be treated without doctor:NOM 
'In Russia, they think one can be treated without the doctor's 
help.' 

(10) v kitajskij restoran 
in Chinese:NOM restaurant:NOM 

palock-ami 
chopstick-1NSTR:PL 
'In a Chinese restaurant they eat with chopsticks.' 

Again, as shown by (17) and (18), some prepositional obl 
are retained, most likely as frozen forms. Such retention varies 

I 
speaker to speaker, which underscores their random character. 

Argument case shift. Assuming that in Fu 
verbal arguments are commonly encoded by t 
accusative, and the dative, American Russian restructures 
system in the following way: 

Full Russian ~merican Russian 

nominative 3 nominative 

accusative 

dative accusative 

In other words, subject and direct object do not differ in 
expression, and the accusative marking is retained as the 
the second object. For example: 

(20) ja prinesla tebja pictures 
I brought 2SG:ACCJGEN 
'I brought you pictures.' 

(21) Papa rasskazal devoEk-u istori-ja 
Daddy told girl-ACC story-NOM 
'Daddy told the girl a story.' 

The dative remains more or less stable w 
pronoun, for example: 



I (22) pozvoni mne zavtra 
, call me:DAT tomorrow 

'Call me tomorrow.' 

Better retention of the dative with pronouns may be indicative of 
a general tendency observed in different languages under attrition; 
pronominal paradigms are retained longer than the nominal ones. 

The argument case system of American Russian undergoes the 
following shift: 

I (23) Dative a Accusative Nominative (argument case shift) 

This shift characterizes the changes undergone by the cases that 
encode major grammatical relations, in particular, the direct and 

I 
indirect object (the subject case, which is mostly the nominative, 
remains unchanged). Other cases, which primarily encode adjuncts, 
also disappear, and their functions are assumed by the nominative. 

As a result, American Russian develops a two-case system 
(nominative and accusative). While the nominative becomes the 
multifunctional case, the accusative is specialized as the case of the 
indirect object and in some instances is used to encode the direct 
object. The resulting case system may be represented as follows: 

(24) American Russian case system 
Core arguments: 
SUBJISINGLE OBJ NOM 
SECOND OBJ ACC 

Peripheral arguments1 Preposition + NOM 
Adjuncts 

The encroachment of the nominative on other case forms is 
actually found in Full Russian (Zemskaja 1973: 256-62), but in 
spoken Full Russian this nominative is, first of all, optional, and 
second, clearly denotes the topic. In American Russian both these 
features become irrelevant, and the nominative is much more 
widespread. 

Another important question, of course, is whether the dramatic 
reduction of cases in American Russian can be explained by the 
influence of English, with its extremely shallow case distinctions, or 
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by simplification resulting from the general process of language 
decay (Campbell and Muntzel 1989; Sasse 1992). An ideal testing 
situation would be one in which Russian is influenced by a language 
with a richer case system. If in such a hypothetical situation Russian 
speakers also used a reduced case system, language death processes 
would emerge as a valid explanation for reduction. For the lack of 
such a testing situation, both solutions mentioned here remain 
entirely speculative. 1- 

1.2. Changes in verb forms 
Attrition of agreement. Subject-verb agreem 

disappearing, as illustrated in (25), (26). The mo 
speakers have about 66 per cent correct agree 

(25) moi roditell oni 

'The children went for a walk there.' 

The loss of agreement is clearly relate 
conjugation paradigms, a process par 
declension.12 

- * .1P 7 r - y  ' r .  
T -.*-*w.. .. -. : 



As with several other loss processes described here, the, awtian of 
the reflexive is gradual, and speakers of American Russian also 
retain a number of mflexively marked verbs, especially those which 
do not have a non-reflexive counterpart (smejat'sja 'laugh', 
nravit 'sja 'be pleasing'). 

English clearly influences the loss of reflexives as American 
Russian has a combination of a transitive verb and object in lieu of 
the reflexive: 

(28) ja priEesyvaju moi volosy toie vderom 
I comb my hair also in the evening 
'I comb my hair in the evening, too.' 

Overall, the decline of reflexive forms in American 
Russian poses an interesting question: can this loss ~Erefl~Mves be 
explained entirely by the influence of Englid, where morphological 
reflexivity is absent, or is this a more general tendency of human 
language, or both? An indirect argument in favor of the influence of 
English comes from American Swedish: while Full Swedish has a 
developed system of reflexive marking, American Swedish loses it 
(Hasselmo 1974: 161). 

Loss of subiunctive. The subjunctive fonns with by are not used 
in American Russian. Instead, one finds whatever verbal forms a 
given semi-speaker uses (present, past, infinitive, imperative, as in 
(37) below), for exarnple:13 

(29) ja ne xoEet Eto papa skazat' tak 
I not want:3SG that daddy say:INF so 
'I don't want my dad to say that.' 

(30) esli ja rasskazyvaju o ix Zh' 
if I tel1:PRES:lSG about their life 
t Y plakala 
you:2SG cried:PAST:FEM 
'If I told you about their life you would cry.' 

As example (29) shows, the subjunctive conjunction Ztoby is 
replaced by the indicative complementizer Zto. There is a slight 
tendency to use more past tense forms (without by) in lieu of 
subjunctive, which shows that the mood form is udcrgoing gradoal 
simplification rather than abrupt loss (cf. Silva-Corvalan 1994 for a 
similar process in Los Angeles Spanish). 



Aspect re$tructurin~. In brief, the changes in the aspect system 
are as follows. The opposition between perfective and imperfective 
forms is lost: most verbs become either lexicalized perfectives or 
lexicalized imperfectives. Which aspect is lexicalized depends 
primarily on telicity: verbs of achievement and accomplishment are 
clearly favored in the perfective form, hence the use of s&latO 'do', 
smoc' ' 'be able to', napisat ' 'write', prozitat ' 'read', otdat ' 'give', 
vzjat' 'take' in the place of their imperfective correlates (cf. (319; 
verbs that do not imply a natural limit, such as processes and states, 
are lexicalized in the imperfective form, cf. (32).'4 Some examples: 

(3 1 )  kogda my iili v J,ouisiana ja smogla 
when we lived in I cou1d:PERF 
proEitat' russkie knigi 
read:PEFV Russian books 
'When we were living in Louisiana I could still read 
Russian books.' 

(32) esli ja xotel 
if I wanted:SUBJ go:IMPERF in 

o j  mat) ne razresat' 
my mother not 1et:IMPERF 

I 'If I wanted to go to the East C 
let me. ' -- 

1.5. Syntactic change 
Reflexives. American Russian speak 

percentage of reflexive anaphors (sebja 
replace them by personal pronouns, for ex 

(33) &tot car ja kupit' dlja mene 
this I buy for me 
'I bought this car for myself.' 

A possible interpretation 
speakers lack on-line binding 
is deeper than that; when o 
reflexives, American Rus 
with a possible antecedent. This is de 
interview excerpt: 



(34) Investigator: %ranslate 
Petjai pakmal Lenej $~ojui/lj fatografijulb 
Petja shewed Lena:DAT mlf's pictiue:ACC 
Speaker: "Petja slmwed Lena the picture", 
: Who was in the pjcture? 
S: I don't know. 
I: Do you know whose picture that was? - S: No. 

This suggests that semi-speakers lack t h ~  actual howledge of 
reflexivhtion rules rather than just fail to perform in wrdtunoe 
with these rulm (see Grimshaw and Roen 1990 on w w e n t s  for 
distinguishing knowledge of rules and performance factors). I will 
return to this issue in section 3.1. 

Clause-internal rresumptive pranouns, I mjng the term 
~esumptive prmoun in a restricted sense, to &mte a: 'poreoun co- 
indxed with the subject of the same clause. Resdmptive pancams 
are extremely common in American Russian, cf. (35) and also (1 I), 
(25) above. 

(35) moja sestra on uEit v law school 
my sister RP studies in 
'My sister goes to law school.' 

The widespread use of resumptive pronouns can be linked, to 
some extent, to the loss of agreement; as verbal agreement 
deteriorates,. there arises a need for some ,other grammatical 
mechanism marking the relation between sub'ect and predicate. 1 However, there must be some other reason or the rise of the 
resumptive pronoun because verbal agreement is lost only in the 
least competent speakers, while the resumptive pronoun is used by 
all the speakers of American Russian. In a preliminary way, I would 
like to silggest that resumptive pronoun occurs as a real subject, 
while the NP with which it is co-indexed is not a subject but a topic, 
occupying a much higher position in serltence structure. Another 
hypothesis which needs to be tested against the material of 
languages unde~ attrition is the non-configuratiotial syntax. Under 
that analysis, full NPs occurring in American Russian sentences 
should be treated as adjuncts, not as arguments. 

The use of resumptive pronouns under attrition is also 
documented for reduced versions of Hungarian (Rqves i  1994), 
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Tamil, Kabardian, Armenian, Lithuanian, Polish (Polinsky 1994c; 
1996), which makes this feature even more noteworthy. 

Reference-tracking. In maintaining coreference across clauses, 
American Russian consistently avoids using the null copy. Instead, 

py is used or a full NP is repeated, thus: 

onj duma1 ... 
he watched movie and he thought 
'He was watching the movie and was thinking (about this). 

(37) Tanja vzera ona prixodi i togda Tanjavidel 
Tanja yesterday RP came and then Tanja saw 
'Yesterday Tanya came here and saw this.' 

The loss of the null copy is certainly related 
af a resumptive pronoun at the level of clausal syntax. 
seems that the elimination of null copying is due to t 
increase in redundancy rules observed in American Russlan: 
speaker, who lacks confidence that the message will be parsed, 
decoded properly, introduces more "instructional" elements that 
supposed to guide the hearer in the processing. 

Relative clauses. In lieu of Full Russian relative cl 
kotor-, American Russian juxtaposes two clauses, of 
second one serves as a description of a noun in 

(38) ja mat' odna devuSka i 
I know:INF one:FEM:NOM girl: 
devuika on rodilsja 
girl RP was born:MASC in Japan:NOM (Sl 'I know a [Russian] girl who was born in Japan.' 

Other syntactic changes in American Russian whic 
discussed here but which are relevant for the statistic 
below include absence of verbal ga 
structures (which are replaced by juxtap 
passive and impersonal, frozen SVISVO 
pausing where a pause intervenes betwe 
constituent, for example, between a prepos 
(Polinsky 1996). The major differences between 
Russian (including the ones just summarized) are 

It seems that the decline of null copying, re1 
of gapping, and the emergence of highly fr 



Table 2. Structural variables differentiating Fq?j kulilad'.Xnii 
Anserican Russipn 'mmmaR5 

c LhK&ia 

variable FuU ' ~ u s s i a n  ~n ie r i cak  Russian 

predicate nominal case INSTR(N0M) NOM 

preposition-governed case other than NOM NOM 

possessive construction .-phrase + BE HAVE < Jgse 

case of the nominal GEN 
In existential negative 
clause (net) 

case of the recipient DAT ACC 

.reflexive verbs with -sja without -sja 

subjunctive 

aspectual pairs Yes 

modifier-head agreement Yes 

resurnptive pronoun sporadic 

null copying across clause yes  

verbal gapping Yes 

control structures 

relativization with kotor-/Ee j j u x t a p o s ~ t ~ o n  

passive 

word order variable fixed 
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pronouns are indicative of one and the same general tendency, 
namely, to use redundant elements in speech. This tendency, known 
as overuse, elaboration, or overmarking (Berman and Slobin 1994: 
3 18-20,372-31, is also characteristic of language acquisition a d  of 
adult uneducated registers. Though this paper does not deal with 
discourse phenomena in detail, it is there that one finds further 
evidence for various types of overmarking, such as redundant 
conjunctions and tail-head linkage (recapitulation of the final cfautw 
of the preceding discourse segment in the beginning of the following 
sentence or segment).lT The increasing redundancy of expressid 
makes up for the loss of agreement and inflectional forms. 

Another reason for overmarking under attriti 
do with the overall diminished language comp 
pauses suggests that American Russian speakers are o 
producing and controlling relatively small speech segments, 
level of a phrase or very short clause (Polinsky 1996). They 
enormous difficulty in combining these small segments into 1 
ones, such as longer clauses, sentences, and paragraph 
redundant ex ression reflects these speakers' inability to c R phrases and s ort clauses into higher-level units. In a sense, 
if the speakers surveyed here maintain rules allowin - - - - - --- 

construct p l a u s i b l e ~ u i e S ~ b ~ T a ~ e m n s ~ ~  
any grammar left which would allow them to put clauses 
into sentences and texts. 

This account is consistent with the distinction between 
proficiency, which is related to the morphosyntax of a 1 
rhetorical proficiency, which allows one to link 
larger sentential or textual segments (Berman 
597). What this account adds to the existing descrip 
language attrition is anather dimension of gradual attritiotz', 
does attrition result in differential marking on some i 
categories, but it is also modular in affecting diff%re& 
capabilities at a different rate. 

2. lb$qasuyiqg attrition 
In the previous sectioh, I purposely avoided the issue of 
American Russian. In fact, all the structural c h a  
accompanying attrition are displayed in a gradual 
speaker exhibits a certain number of their occurre 
retains a number of occurrences which are consi 



grammar of Full Russian. This is not surprising; it is well 
established that grammatical categories do not change wholesale 
across the board for all speakers, It is, in fact, typical of a moribund 
language to show fluctuations within a single category and to exhibit 
gradual and variable diffusion (Dorian 1981; Silva-Corvalan 1994). 
What is unclear, however, is to what extent the actual variation 
within each characteristic is representative of the overall language 
attrition and how the individual characteristics listed above are 
related to one another. 

2.1. Correlation between structural variables 
To test whether or not grammatical variables are correlated, I 
obtained statistics on those variables for which sufficient data were 
available, namely subjectlverb agreement, relativization, 
coreferential reduction (use of a null copy and pronominalization), 
adpositional oblique forms of nominals, subjunctive, and .nu11 
copying across clause. For each variable, fifty tokens were 
transcribed for each speaker (where the number of tokens obtained 
from an individual speaker was more than 50, the first fifty tokens 
for each speaker were transcribed).l8 Within each variable, the 
percentage of correct constructions (constructions which are 
grammatical according to the full language grammar) was calculated 
for each speaker. For example, if a speaker used correct agreement 
in 15 cases out of 50, this speaker's agreement percentage is 30. 
The relevant percentages are represented in Table 3. 

The percentages of correct constructions within each variable 
were then analyzed using the DataDesk statistical package. To 
determine whether two variables are correlated, regression analysis 
is usually performed and the Pearson coefficient of correlation is 
computed. However, this coefficient is a measure of the strength of 
the linear relationship between two variables. In our case, there is no 
reasoK prima facie to assume the linearity of relationships. For 
exXarnp1e, Figure 1 plots two correlated pairs of structural variables 
(resumptive pronoun and agreement; subjunctive and agreement); 
though there is a solid correlation between these variables, it is not 
linear (notice a sharp rise in the higher prcentages), 

Since there is at least a potential for nlon-linear relationships 
between individual variables, their relationship was correlated using 
the Spearman coefficient of correlation. The results of the 
computations for American Russian are presented in Table 4. As the 



Table 3. American Russian: Lexical proficiency indices and percentages of correct grammatical forms s 
Vocab AGR No RP Cond Null 

COPY 
2 7  
1 1  
3  6 
2  8 
1 4  
1 3  
2  6 
8 
3 5 
1 8  
2 3  
3 3 
1 5  
3 7  

Relative PRP Obliaue 
Clause 



Table 4. American Russian: Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients (major variables) 

Vocabulary Agreement Absence Subjunctive Null Relative Prp-governed 
of RP (Conditional) Copy Clause obliques 

Vocabulary 1 .OOO 

Agreement 0.882 1 .OOO 

Absence of RP 0.792 0.81 1 

Subjunctive 0.874 0.813 0.760 

Null Copy 0.638 

Relative Clause 0.629 

Lapse 

TL1 - Time left L1 community 
TL2 - Time outside Lllin L2 community 
Lapse - Lapse period (period of disuse of L1) 
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1 table shows, there is a positive correlation between thm hdi,~idual 
measures of structural attrition. Certain structural vari&iS m 
clearly correlated more strongly. Thus, agreement, coimfemntial 
reduction, and absence & resumptive pronouns me cornlab$ in,a 
strong positive manner, The other set of variables which are 
strongly comilated includes conditional and adpositional sbliques. 

This clustering of variables is significant;. the first set of 
variables clearly reprments the syntactic component, while the 
second set includes two variables which represent morphosyntax. 

I Though its correlation with other variables is generally positive, 
relativization shows weaker correlations altagether. This can be 
explained by a less obligatory nature of relative chses ;  the.nse of a 

: dat ive  clause is often optional, and a relative dauso is a rzhetarical 
device rather than a structural necessity of a Lm&s$e. That is, if 
speaker6 do not know how to use a relative olmm they can( easily 
avoid it without making a mistake, but if speakem do .not h o w  how 
to use agreement, there is no way to avoid it without an en.&. 

2.2. Correlation between lexical and structural variables 
All the variables discussed so far represent knowledge of the 
grammatical component. The next question which naturally arises is 
whether or not the decline in grammatical knowledge is necessarily 
accompanied by a decline in lexical proficiency. In this subsection, I 
will show that the loss of grammar and lexical loss are related. 

As a formal criterion for estimating lexical attrition, the subjects 
were tested for their ability to translate 100 words of the basic 
vocabulary list (the Swadesh list) from their primary language into 
the reduced language.19 This statistical procedure is very similar to 
athe -one employed in historical linguistics; translations elicited from a 
,given speaker are compared to the full language list (obtained from 
dictionary translations and then checked with at least one full 
speaker). One point is deducted for a wrong translation or for a 

'blank answer. If a word is translated by the correct root but the 
choice af the word form is incorrect (for example, if the singular is 
translated as the plural), half a point is deducted. The total number 
of erroneous forms is then deducted from the number of i tem on 
the list (100); the result is taken as the numerical value of a speaker's 
vocabulary (lexical) proficiency (Lex). Thus, Lex = 1"00 - % b ~  . 

This procedure has its drawbacks. First, one might obfW ti? at 
there is a certain degree of arbitrariness in taking off points for the 



wrong forms, including wrong citation forms. However, any 
language (either documented or not) has established citation forms 
for major word classes. In Full Russian, citation forms are codified 
by dictionaries and promoted by schooling. The very absence of the 
standard citation form indicates a dissociation from the dominant 
linguistic environment, and this can lead to attrition. Second, the 
basic vocabulary list was apparently designed for non-urban 
cultures; the speakers interviewed in this study commonly stumbled 
over words such as 'bark', 'louse' or 'ashes'. Though these are not 
particularly common concepts for a thirty-year old in New York or 
Chicago, any competent speaker of the language would certainly: 



Vocabulary 

Vocabulary 

Vocabulary Vocabulary 

Vocabulary Vocabulary 

Figure 2. American Russian: Correlations between grammatical and lexical proficiency 
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This positive correlation constitutes an important finding in 
itself; it shows that non-aphasic attrition has consistent 
manifestations in various language components. 

Finally, this correlation has an important practical ramification. 
Since there is a general correlation between lexical and grammatical 
loss, the more easily establishable measure of lexical loss can serve 
as a reliminary indication of the overall lexical and grammatical 8 loss. Accordingly, the simple lexical production test proposed here 
can be used as a tool for preliminary evaluation of a language 
undergoing attrition. 

2.3. What about sociolinguistic variables? 
We also need to examine the relationship between the degree of 
language loss and the length of time spent by a speaker outside the 
respective language community. To this end, I computed the 
correlations between the lexical variable (as representative of overall 
language loss) and the three temporal variables listed in Table 1 
(time in the L1 community, time outside the L1 community, and 
period of disuse). The results are plotted in Figure 3. 

There is no correlation between the degree of loss and the lapse 
period. There is a positive correlation between the maintenance of a 
reduced language and the time spent in the reduced language 
community, and this finding is consistent with the findings b 
Lavine (1995: 34). Despite this correlation, there is no signific 
difference between those speakers who were born into a 
community and those speakers who were born in the US; simil 
there is no difference between those who left the L1 comrnuni 
before age 7 and those who left after that age. 

Contrary to Lavine's findings (1995: 34), there is a ve 
inverse correlation between the maintenance of a reduced 
and the time spent outside the L1 community. The d 
between his findings and mine may have to do with the gene 
of language attrition demonstrated by individual subjects 
well as a number of other students of attrition, deal with 
competent speakers than the speakers surveyed here. 
competent speakers would probably score above the best 
my sample; this, in turn, confirms that there are multiple 
attrition, from very minor to drastic, which may be 
different sets of sociolinguistic factors. 



TL2 Lapse 

Figure 3. American Russian: Correlations between lexical proficiency and sociolinguistic variables 
a lexical proficiency and time spent in L1 community 
b lexical proficiency and time spent outside L1 community 
c lexical proficiency and lapse period 
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3. Attrition and acquisition 
3.1. Forgetters and incomplete learners 
One of the relevant questions in the study of attrition in non-aphasic 
subjects is whether the attrition is related to incomplete learning or to 
forgetting of the original system. Many speakers in my sample 
would qualify as incomplete learners (ILs), as they either left Russia 
as young children or were born in this country. However, two 
speakers (Ga and To) left the full language community as young 
adults, and due to their advanced age, can possibly be considered 
forgetters (FGs) . 

The first indication that these two 
significant difference in attrition comes from the d 
(Polinsky 1996). The pausing experiment involved o 
(To) and one possible IL with a hig 
showed significant differences in 
unfamiliar disco 
the statistics on 
and To do not set them apart from the other speakers (See Tab 
4) .21 

Going back to Table 3, the abs 
two groups seems particularly inte 
features in Table 3 constitute bas 
which are barnt as a very young s 
regardless of circurnstanoes of 1 
include prepositional obliques, 
the addressee, aspect, 
anaphors.22 

In theory,'Kis and ILs should differ in 
phenomena (which are learnt later and require 
usage in order to be maintained), while 
phenomena (data on a young Russian attri 
and Altenberg 1 9 9 1  support this conclusion). Ho 
speakers in my sample are generally poorer speakers 
surveyed in many other atwititon studies, and in their 
threshold and basic 
with a more severelevel of 
be determined, One of the consequences 
severe attrition does not result in a r 
knowledge but rather, in a systematic incrsase of analyti 

I 



pm g e d ! t ~  1-*a ~y.sbrn~~m, d&tk@~B 
~ ~ , ~ ~ g ~ t ~ 1 ~ 1 f 1 c  d! &QX,~.US, ,&,study eaeh,gzmp h its OW 
&$ti < , . j , . ,  , 

.. , . ,  8 .  . .  ,, . . I .  < I  

. . 
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processes which confirm the acquisitiodattrition parallelism with 
several others which do not. 

A major parallel between acquisition and attrition consists in the 
correlation h3tw-n lexical and grammatical prdid~ncy (see mction 
2.2 and Fig. 2 above). As shown by a series of independent 
experiments, the levels of lexical and grammatical rmim-ity in L1 
learners are closely related (Bates et d. 1993: Pan et d. 1995). This 

1 , is just one of multiple indications that the study of first language 
acquisition and first language loss can be mutually beneficial. . . 

I Another parallel is the early loss of the genitive of negation ili 

I 
1 1  
I 

however, showed 

language acquisition and attrition (if any) may bs 
iidditi~nd faom. 



Next2ba'sig&fi~&t'rh~ ih a&ptabUit&udrgrts from a full 
lyg$e fs ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g e i ' s f f  g&h fo owing question: 
doe ,''attiition, &least at the level d e m & e d . b ,  k$.fe;ct pedtmpmm 
(;a-a& , k a d t k  &@ Q I F ~  rubs hemsdves? If &a rulea 
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depending on the level of attrition, may lose the ability ,to produce 
the language on-line but may still maintain the system as such in a 
better way than the f i s t  group. This latter finding also points to 
various other parallels .between studies of L1 attrition and L1 
acquisition that merit further exploration. 

Notes 
1 I am grateful to Henning Andersen, Elaine Anderson, David Andrews, ~lizabe'd 
Bates, Vladimir Belikov, Ruth Berman, Wayles Browne, Bernard C"oinrie, Hana pl'tpr' 
Ed Finegan, NataSha Kondrashova, Ron Langacker, Suzanne Romaine, Cannen Silraa 
Corvalan, and Alan Timberlake for discussion of various points of this paper* 
people I am most grateful to are speakers of American Russian who not only p m y i w  
me with most wonderful language data but, often unknowingly, made me ques 
various fundamental assumptions about language. 

Abbreviations: IMPERF - Imperfective; INF - Infinitive; 

discussio~ of ,elicitation techniques, which have to be adjusted to 
proficiency situation. These issues are covered in full detail in Polin 
1996; in press). 
6 Code-switching is a widespread phenomenon in both immigra 
mentioned here; no systematic study of code-switching in Russian has b 
far. 

The construction illustrated in (4) is less frequent than, 
intransitive verb and predicative adjective or predi?tive nami@, 
8 The loss of preposition-governed instrumental will be discussed be 



13 gee also (32). 
1~4 Fw details, see Polineky (1994a; in psws), 
15 (If. also moi voloq in (28) above. In Full Rqs@ian, a possiible tbu& mf 
&liCitous cqunterpaet of 4281 skoO~ld have svoi. 
16 The indices &ow the intetpreratian accarding to the s~mtax of Full R,ussiaq, 

On7tai1- head linkae, .s;ee Lqngacre (1983: 9). On tail-head iinkage under 
restricted compeknce, see Bolingky (1994~; in press& 
18 As Table 2 shows, the list of structural characteristics differentiatibg Pi'merican 
Russian from Full R u s ~ h  fs more extensive. However, for several other vm;?bles the 
oveiall- liumber of tokens effcitd from ah indl'vidud speaker cm be d t b r  l&W W d  
variables are not ttlclwded inro the stafistics in Tables 3 and 4. The a ~ m @  fiufnk of 
gecumnes for such low-score variables is given in Polinsky (1994@-16 pi?&@. 
19 TRus the promdurn was similar t@ the one wsed by Dorian 101981j.)1 M a n j  
h~we~er ,  used the long version oE+the awadesh list (22-5 w0ds). 
20 Note that this paper does not concern itself with changes and loss in the B O ~ U  
s&stern*, tha$ aysystem might require a differqnt approach altogethsr, 
2 1 The FGs clearly skewed the sociolinguistic variable-s, particularly due t~ the long 
period of the disuse of Russian [see the outliers in Fig. 3 a-c) bat this seems to be a 
trivial fact. 
22 ecquisition studies which demonstrate that these features are lemed early 
include Gvozdev (1949), Avrutin (1994) for Russian; STol5f~ fCB8sS) fir a cross- 
linguistic overview; Bloom et al. (19947 for bfndlng ~ n d  cdfdference mostly in 
English; Grimshaw and Rosen (19901, Bloom (1995). Avmtin (1994) discusses the 
acquisition of the Russlao subjunctive, 
23 Cf. Trtrian and Altenberg (1991) for a simihr conchsian, though based on a less 
dramatic case of attrition. 
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